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Estimates of Bowhead Whale (Balaena mysticetus) Numbers in the
Beaufort Sea during Late Summer
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ABSTRACT. Broad estimates of bowhead whale numbers in Beaufort Sea outer continental shelf (OCS) waters were calculated based on
raw counts of whales seenduring aerial surveys conducted in late summer 1982-84,corrected by factors accounting for surface not
areasampled,
surfaced whales missedby observers, and whales too deep to be seen. Annual estimates ranged from roughly700-1200to 3000-3500 whales
for the latter half of August and from 2000-2200 to 1600-2900whales for the first half of September. Additionally, estimatesof up to 3000
whales were calculated for subregions ofthe Beaufort Seafor two separate two-week periods, with adjacent-period estimates of only several
hundred whales in the same subregions, implying that whale concentrations were highly transitory. The highest estimate (Ca. 3500 whales)
accounts for less than half of the estimated 7800 whales in the Bering Sea bowheadpopulation. If the population estimate of 7800 whales
is valid,then either a substantial number of whales summered
outside Beaufort Sea OCS waters
in 1982-84or bowhead numbers are routinely
underestimated by the methods used here, or some combination of both.
Key words: bowhead whale, Beaufort Sea, outer continental shelf, abundance estimates, aerial surveys
RJ?SUMfi. On a proctdt B des estimations grossieres du nombre de baleines franches dans les eaux au large du plateau continental de la
mer de Beaufort, en s’appuyantsur des comptages bruts de baleines aperçues au cours de relevts akrienseffectuts B la fin de I’M de 1982
il 1984. Ces comptages ont ttd corrigts par des facteurstenant compte de la superficie non tchantillonnte, des baleines en surfacequi n’ont
pas t t t aperçues par les observateurs ainsi
que des baleines se
dtplaçant dans des eauxtrop profondes pour être vues. Les estimations annuelles
vont d’environ 700-1 200
il 3 000-3 500 baleines pour la deuxieme quinzaine d’aotlt, et de 2 000-2 200
B 1 600-2 900baleines pour la premiere
quinzaine de septembre. De plus, on a estimt le nombre des baleines B jusqu’B 3 000 dans des sous-rkgionsde la mer de Beaufort durant
deux ptriodes de deux semaines
non contiguës, avec, dans les mêmessous-rtgions, des estimations de seulement quelques centaines de baleines
durant des ptriodes contiguës, cequi signifieque les concentrationsde baleines sont largement transitoires. L‘estimation
la plus dlevte (environ
3 500 baleines) reprtsente moins de la moitit des 7 800 baleines estimtes dans la population de baleines franches dans la mer de Béring.
Si l’on considere comme valide l’estimation de la population de baleines B 7 800, il s’ensuit soit qu’un nombre important de baleines ont
passt l’kt6 de 1982 B 1984 hors des eauxau large du plateau continental de la mer de Beaufort, soitque le nombrede baleines franchestvalut
par les mtthodes employ& ici est rkgulibrement sous-estimt, soit que ces deux facteurs sont combints.
Mots clts: baleine franche, mer de Beaufort, au large du plateau continental, tvaluations de la quantitk, relevts atriens
Traduit pour le journal par Ntsida Loyer.
INTRODUCTION

to offshoreindustrialactivities,includingman-made
underwater noise (Richardsonet al., 1986; Ljungblad et al.,
1988; Miles et al., 1987; Davis, 1987), but did not address
Migratory movements of the Bering Sea bowhead whale
estimates of bowhead numbers.
population are well described(Braham et al., 1984; Ljungblad
The number of bowhead whalesthat occupy the Beaufort
et al., 1986b). In general, whales migrate northward from
Sea OCS in late summer is unknown. Although extensive
winteringareasin the northern BeringSeafromMarch
transect aerial surveys were conducted in portions of both
through May, pass Point Barrow, Alaska,on a northeastward
course from April
through June, and arrive in the Canadian
the Alaskan and Canadian Beaufort Sea from 1980 to 1986
Beaufort Sea from May through July. Whales usually summer (Ljungblad et al., 1987; Richardson et al., 1987), most of
these efforts were neither fully coordinated nor specifically
in Canadian waters and then migrate westward across the
Alaskan Beaufort and Chukchi seas from August through
designed to estimate the total number of whales. However,
November.
s u r v e y s were conducted concurrently inadjacent Canadian
Estimates of the Bering Sea bowhead population have
and Alaskan OCS waters during the latter half of August
increased from 2264 in 1979 (Braham et al., 1979) to 7800
and the first half of September 1982-84, and here we present
in 1989 (Zehand Raftery, 1989), largelydue to improvements a rough estimationof whale numbers based
on those surveys.
in census and analysis proceduresdeveloped from counts of
whales migrating past Point Barrow in spring. The use of
METHODS
whalecalls for censusing (Clark and Ellison, 1989), the
potential role of callsin bowhead ice navigation (Ellisonet
Aerial surveys were conducted in seven regions extending
from shore to 72ON in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea (Fig. 1:
al., 1987), and observations of whalesbreakingice and
feeding (Georgeet al., 1989; Carroll et al., 1987) during the
regions 1-3) and from shore to 70020’N to 71°30’N in the
migration have been reported in association with the spring
Canadian Beaufort Sea (Fig. 1: regions 4-7). Flights were
census. Summerand fall studies have focused
on determining
conducted on north-south transect lines from fixed-wing
whale distribution and behavior in relation to oil and gas
aircraft at speeds of 200-260km/h and ataltitudes of 100-458
activities inCanadian and Alaskan Beaufort Sea OCS
waters
m during late (16-31) August and early (1-15) September in
(e.g., Richardson et al., 1987; Moore et al., 1989b). These
1982-84. Objectives and results varied among surveys and
studies described bowhead feeding
areas (Richardson, 1987;
are summarized for the Canadian work by Harwood and
and timing (Moore Borstad (1985) and for the Alaskan work by Ljungblad et
Ljungblad et al., 1986a), migratory routes
et al., 1988; Moore et al., 1989a), and behavioral responses al. (1987).
~~~
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FIG.I. Beaufort Sea OCS study area depicting boundaries for seven regions for which bowhead numbers were estimated. key
Region
refers to region names

used in Ljungblad et al. (1987) and Harwood and Borstad (1985).

Canadian waters; and E = (5/0.25) x (1.43 - 1.54) x (4.3
Estimating the total number of whales the
in surveyed area
- 10) = 123 - 308 for Alaskan waters. All estimates were
from those directly observed requires correcting for a) the
surface areaof the region not sampledby observers, b) whales rounded to the nearest hundred, resulting in a rough estimate
that are at the surface but missed by observers,and c) whales of 100 whales for the Canadian example (i.e., both 69 and
123 are roundedto 100) and 100-300 whales forthe Alaskan
that are too deep to be seen whenthe aircraft passes them.
example. Estimate confidence intervalswere not calculated
The fractionof surface area sampled
by observers was1 km
because the variability among transects could
not be asceron each sideof the aircraft. Raw counts were corrected for
tained for all data sources.
unsampled surface area by dividing the number of whales
seen bythe fractionof the area sampled. Whales
at the surface
are missed by observers 30-35% of the time (Davis et al.,
RESULTS
1982), resulting in a correction range for missed surfaced
whales of1.43-1.54. Corrections for whales deep under water Estimates of the number of bowheads in each region varied
somewhat within and among years, but total numbers for
were derived directly fromobservations of bowhead
respiratory behavior.In Canadian waters, whaleswere at the the Beaufort Sea OCS were similar (Thble 1). There was
greater inter-annual variation in the estimated number of
surface 25-40% of the time (Wiirsig et al., 1984), resulting
whales in late August compared to early September. The
in a correction range of 2.5-4. In Alaskan waters, whales
highest estimate(3000-3500 whales) was calculated for late
were at the surface only 10-23% of the time (Ljungblad et
1983 (1500-1900
al., 1987), resulting ina correction range
of 4.3-10. The longer August 1982, with estimates for late August
surface times in Canadian
waters are likely dueto longer sur- whales) and 1984 (700-1200 whales) onlyabout half to onethird as large.EarlySeptemberestimates
were roughly
facings associated with feeding whales (Dorsey
et al., 1989)
2100-2400 whales in 1982 and 1983, with 1600-2900 whales
and the relatively lower incidence of feeding observed
in
estimated in 1984.
Alaskan waters (Ljungbladet al., 1986a; Richardson, 1987).
Estimates for region4 in 1983 and 1984 and two relatively
The relationship usedto compute a population estimate
high single-region estimates (see *, Thble 1) highlight the
(E) can be summarized as:
apparenttransitorynature ofbowheaddistribution
and
E = (n/f) x (S) x (U)
relative abundance. In1983, there were an estimated 700-1100
where E is the estimated total number of whales, n is the
number of whales observedon transect, f is the fraction of whales in region 4 in late August,but only 100 whales were
estimated there in early September.
In 1984,1000-1600 whales
at the
the area sampled,S is the correction range for whales
4 in early September, although only
surface but missed
by observers, and U is the correction range were estimated in region
in late August. Similarly,
for whales deep under water. Using
the aforementioned cor- 100-200 whales were estimated there
the estimate of up to 3000 whales in region 3 during early
rection factors,a sample calculation forfive whales seenon
August 1982 was followed by an estimate of only 200-500
transect in a region where 25% of the area was sampled is:
E = (5/0.25) x (1.43 - 1.54) x (2.4 - 4) = 69 - 123 for
whales there during late August
(Thble 1). Finally, an estimate
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TABLE 1. Estimates of the number of bowhead whales in Beaufort SeaOCS waters by region from mid-August to mid-September 1982-84
(see Fig. 1 for region boundaries)
~~

I(+)

2

3(*)

4

7(+)5

6(*)

1982
16-31 AUg
0 1700-1900
200-500
400
700
1-15 Sep
2000 200-300
1600-1700
100-400
1983
16-31Aug
0
0
700
0 100
700-1100
100
1-15 100-200
Sep 100-200
100-200
600
1100
1984
1200
0
700-300-500
300-400
0 100-200
100-200
200-400
16-31 AUg
1600-2900
1-15300-500
Sep 100-200 100
0 1OOo-1600
100-200
300-800
- -- no survey effort.
0 = no bowheadsightings.
( + ) Regions 1 and 7 not included in totals.
(*) Single-region estimates: region 3, 1200-3000bowheads (1-15 August 1982); region 6, 2800-3000
bowheads (16-31August 1980).

Total

3000-3500
2100-2600
1500-1900
2000-2200

abundance resulting from shore-based censuses conducted
during the migrationand from aerialsurvey censusesof the
winter range, Reilly (1984) concluded that whale numbers
were probably underestimated by aerial surveys. The vastness
of the wintering area, whale movements within
and through
the area duringthe winter season, and the problem of correcting rawcounts for “missed whales,” as described in this
paper, were cited as reasons for the underestimation. These
DISCUSSION
as a methodof popusame factors argue against aerial surveys
These rough estimates of bowhead whale numbers must
lation estimation for bowhead whales on their summer range.
be regarded withcaution dueto the natureof the correction
However, aerial surveys remainthe best method for assessing
factors applied to the raw data. The correction for surface broadpatterns of bowhead distributionand relative
area (n/f) assumes that whales are uniformly distributed and abundance requiredto address issues of potential impact
of
that the aerial sampling
was representative for the entire study offshore industrial activities on the population.
area. These assumptions are undoubtedly invalid because
Determining the distributionand abundance of bowhead
bowhead distribution appears clustered in summer
and fall
whales withinand outsideofindustry-related OCS study areas
(Ljungblad et al., 1987; Richardson et al., 1987) and may
in summer and early fall is a prerequisite to assessing the
be affected in part by ice conditions ellison et al., 1987)
potential impactof offshore development on the population.
and bathymetry (Moore
et al., 1988), although aerial sampling If a substantialportion of the population summers outside
was not stratified by these features. The correction factors andmigrates westward north ofareas of offshore
for whales at the surface that are missed by observers (S) development, the potential impact
of industrial activities on
are based on only one double-count field trial and do not
bowheads would be less than currently assumed. There is
consider the effects of whale behavior
at the surface, changing little direct evidenceto support “offshore” fall distribution
survey conditions, observer fatigue, the
or variation in ability and movementbecausetherehasbeen
little effort to
of different observers that can contribute to significantly
document bowhead distributionand movements outsidethe
different sighting rates during aerial surveys (e.g., Pollock
boundaries of potential OCS development areas. However,
and Kendall, 1987; Holt and Cologne, 1987). Further, Davis
recentradio-trackingstudiesindicate
that at leastsome
et ul.(1982) cautioned that the correction factors
were specific bowheads may migrate westwardnorth of continental shelf
to their surveys conducted in 1981 and were not necessarily
waters (Wartzok, 1990). Conversely, if aerial survey methods
applicable to surveys inother areas or in other years. Finally,consistently underestimate whale numbers, then a larger
the correction factors for whales missed because they are deep
number of whales may be exposed
to industrial activities than
under water (U) are verybroad dueto the effectof behavior
indicated by currentmethods. A coordinatedtwo-week,
on whale respiration rates and therefore their time at the
multiple-aircraft survey covering waters from Amundsen Gulf
surface (Wursig et al., 1984; Dorsey et al., 1989). However,
to Point Barrow and employing double-count methods (e.g.,
these correction factors are based on the best field measMagnusson et al., 1978) would address manyof the questions
urements available and provide numbers useful for comremaining about bowhead distribution in late summerand
parison and discussion.
the usefulness of aerial survey methods in estimating whale
The highest estimates of 3500 whales during late August numbers.
1982 and 2900 whales during early September
1984 represent
less than half of the 7800 whales estimated for the entire
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